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Introduction Role of Stimulus-based Human Attention in Image Captioning Boosted Attention Module (BAM)

Figure 4. From left to right: Input images, stimulus-based attention maps computed by proposed method, captions 
generated by model without stimulus-based attention (black), captions generated by model with our Boosted 
Attention Module (red) and ground truth human-generated captions (blue). 

Figure 5. Corporation between attention. From left to right: input images, stimulus-
based attention maps, two sets of model attention maps. The generated words 
associated with specific model attention maps are highlighted in red. 

Scenarios for Attention Corporation

How Human Attention Affects Model Attention?

Scenario I: Human attention successfully captures all regions of interest. In this case, model attention 
plays a minor role on discriminating salient regions, having no clear focus (1st row, Figure 5) or 
attending to same regions as human attention (2nd row).

Scenario II: Human attention partially covers regions of interest (3rd and 4th rows). Under this situation, 
model attention will focus on the missing regions and complement to human attention.

Scenario III: Human Attention fails to distinguish salient object (5th row), model attention plays a major 
role on concentrating the regions of interest.

Motivation. Visual attention has shown usefulness in image captioning, with the goal of enabling 
a caption model to selectively focus on regions of interest. Existing models typically rely on top-
down language information and learn top-down model attention implicitly by optimizing the 
captioning objectives. While somewhat effective, the learned top-down attention can fail to focus 
on correct regions of interest without direct supervision of attention (see Figure 1). 

Contributions:
● Boosted Attention model that combines human 
stimulus-based attention and top-down model 
attention for image captioning.

● Attention fusion enabling different attention to be 
complementary

● Analysis on the corporation between two types of 
attention.

● Goal: Analyzing correlations between 
attention necessary for caption generation 
(captioning attention) and human stimulus-
based attention. 

● Data: SALICON [11] dataset with 10000 
(training) + 5000 (validation) images from 
MSCOCO and corresponding ground truth 
saliency maps. Captioning attention maps 
generated based on ground truth captions 
and object bounding box.
  

● Observations: Human attention is able to 
focus on correct regions of interest 
(P(described | fixated)= 0.465), but 
typically covers only part of them 
(Coefficient Correlation = 0.222, Similarity 
= 0.353, Spearman Correlation = 0.324). 

 

Methodology. Inspired by the human visual 
system which is driven by not only the task-
specific top-down signals but also the visual 
stimuli, we in this work proposed a Boosted 
Attention module that combines both types of 
attention for image captioning. With proposed 
fusion method, we show that two attention 
play complementary roles on attending 
regions of interest. 

Results      
Qualitative ResultsQuantitative Results

Figure 3. Overview of proposed Boosted Attention model. Top-down model attention maps are colored in purple, blue and green based on the associated word, while human stimulus-based attention is 
highlighted in red. The mechanism of our attention fusion method is shown in the gray box via equation.

Figure 6. Comparison of top-down model attention maps between models without (b-c) and with (e-f) stimulus-based attention (d). 
The corresponding captions generated by models are colored in black and red, while ground truth captions are shown in blue color.  

Figure 1. (a) Input image with ground truth caption, (b-d) top-down 
attention maps with model generated captions (word associated with 
attention highlighted in red), (d) saliency map for human stimulus-
based attention.

Figure 2. Comparison between captioning attention maps (2nd column) and corresponding 
saliency maps (3rd column) for input images (1st column). Three human generated captions 
are shown for each pair with frequently mentioned objects highlighted in red. 


